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CURE FOR THE COMMON

If it looks like wood, feels like wood and has the mass of wood, it’s 
probably linen phenolic. Manufacturers often disguise the material 

behind colorful high-tech brand names but the century-old technol-
ogy has withstood the test of time in surgery and involves wrapped 
linen compressed, embedded, baked and ultimately cured in liquid 
resin. Materials and process transmute into a tough, sturdy material 
that can be safely autoclaved. 
Our Slim Grip Curettes incorporate these handsome handles, 
giving them a lightweight and comfortable grip. Compared to the 
alternatives, these handles also cool faster and are not subject to the 
condensation problems sometimes associated with heavier, all-metal 
instruments. The innocuous fabric wrap embedded within the resin 
provides integral strength to the handle, making it resistant to chip-
ping or shattering. 
These handles are slimmer than those found on typical curettes their 
size, allowing for comfortable and easy manipulation of the instru-
ment. Even more important is its long slender 150 mm shaft, which 
still measures only 6 mm in diameter 20 mm from the base. The Slim 
Grip Curette offerings have recently been expanded to ten sizes and 
include the delicate 4/0 in all three curette angles. See the ovals in the 
image for accurate representation of cup sizes. Consider these comely 
curettes for your next open or minimally invasive case.

SLIM GRIP CURETTES, 270MM
  STRAIGHT ANG. FWD ANG. BACK

  00000 76-27005 76-27105 76-27155 

 0000 76-2700 76-2710 76-2715

 000 76-2720 76-2730 76-2735

 00 76-2740 76-2750 76-2755

 0 76-2760 76-2770 76-2775

 1 76-2780 76-2790 76-2795

 2 76-2800 76-2810 76-2815

 3 76-2820 76-2830 76-2835

 4 76-2840 76-2850 76-2855

 5 76-2860 76-2870 76-2875

 6 76-2880 76-2890 76-2895

For a Catalog featuring our Spine Instruments, call or visit
1-800-427-5351 
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